Russia has surprised the West with its military capacity twice in succession. First, in Ukraine, the Russian armed forces overturned Western assumptions about their inefficiency with a swift and coordinated “hybrid war”, combining subversion and infiltration with troop deployment to gain an early military advantage. The effectiveness of Russia’s action unnerved Western planners, who scrambled to devise a response. Then, in Syria, Russia used military force outside the borders of the former Soviet Union for the first time since the end of the Cold War. Its forceful intervention in defence of President Bashar al-Assad made the United States look hesitant and indecisive, though the long-term impact of Russia’s gambit remains uncertain.

Russia’s new military boldness and adventurism has left Western observers puzzled, but it does not come out of nowhere: current Russian strategy is the culmination of a systematic military reform that has been insufficiently appreciated by the European Union and the US. An examination of this reform process will allow us to assess the current strengths and limitations of Russia’s military, and to understand how Russia’s leaders plan to use military force and how the West should respond.

The examination also reveals that, although Russia’s action in Syria is now in the spotlight, it is a sideshow to Russia’s military planning. The Syrian deployment does not draw on the core strengths of the armed forces, or on Moscow’s military vision. That vision is centred on the Eurasian landmass, and above all those areas surrounding Russia’s post-Cold War borders.
The current Russian leadership has never accepted the post-1989 European order, including the norms, rules, and conventions agreed by the last generation of Soviet leadership. The Kremlin does not seek incremental changes to the current order but aspires to create a totally new one, regarding post-Soviet borders as something to be revised – with military force, if necessary. As a group of leading Russian defence analysts remarked at the 2012 Valdai Discussion Club, an annual forum where Russian officials meet with experts: “The entire Belavezha Accords system of state and territorial structure, which took shape as a result of the 1991 national disaster (the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991), is illegitimate, random, unstable and therefore fraught with conflict”.¹

Until 2014, Russia could not underpin this desire for a revision of the European order with force. Even now, it is not in a position of sheer numerical superiority, as it had been from the seventeenth century onwards. Russian military thinkers and planners have had to be creative to try to overcome the multiple disadvantages of the Russian military apparatus vis-à-vis its Western counterparts.

First and foremost, Russia has improved the professionalism, readiness, and effectiveness of its military personnel and armed forces. While in the past the Russian armed forces needed years or months to gear up for military confrontation, they now have the ability to react quickly and strike without warning. The rearmament programme is incomplete and will likely be delayed by the economic downturn and by Russia’s diplomatic isolation. Still, Russia is now a military power that could overwhelm any of its neighbours, if they were isolated from Western support. The Kremlin considers the threat of tactical nuclear weapons as an important strategic tool that could be used to isolate the post-Soviet space from Western support, although Russia has, until recently, been reluctant to openly play this card.

While Russian military action beyond the non-NATO post-Soviet periphery is not imminent, it cannot be ruled out. The situation today differs fundamentally from that of the Cold War – Russia now has the advantage of geographic proximity to the potential frontline, and can move fast and without warning, unlike Europe. To counter this, Europe would have to achieve such a goal. While they succeeded in their strategic aim of humiliating Georgia and reinforcing Russian control of Georgia’s separatist regions, there were numerous tactical and operational problems.⁴ Russian forces were slow in mobilising and deploying to the theatre; troops from different divisions had to be synchronised before the invasion through manoeuvres in the Northern Caucasus, because Russian forces relied on mobilisation to fill the ranks and certain regiments were kept unmanned; and inexperienced and talkative conscripts proved to be a security problem. The Russian military had to rely on superior numbers instead of quality. Coordination between the arms of the Russian forces proved difficult. Tactical and operational planning was poor and inflexible, as was leadership. Situation awareness was poor, and led to many incidents of “friendly fire”. Russia failed to exploit the advantage of air superiority, and supply lines were overstretched.

Most strikingly, Georgia’s US-trained troops proved tougher than anticipated. Their leadership was more flexible; they acted as good combat teams; and they were much more motivated than the Russians, partly due to their superior individual equipment. Georgia had upgraded vintage Soviet equipment with Western night-vision and communication devices that made them more effective than their Russian counterparts, although Georgian troops lacked the heavy armour, anti-tank, and anti-aircraft equipment to defeat the Russian forces.

Russia’s underrated military reforms

Russia has announced various defence reforms since the collapse of the Soviet Union. But, for nearly two decades, these were little more than paper tigers.² The Russian military was not tested in any large-scale commitment of conventional forces, instead engaging in proxy wars in its immediate neighbourhood fought with irregular and special-operation forces. In the two wars in Chechnya, the performance of the Russian armed forces was far from satisfactory, but Russia shifted the war effort to local proxies and Interior Ministry troops, avoiding the need for the armed forces to change substantially. Lack of money and bureaucratic resistance meant that attempts to increase professionalism and combat-readiness in the Russian armed forces led nowhere. The bill of this negligence was to be paid in the Russian-Georgian war of 2008.

Russian tanks moved into Georgia in August 2008.³ The Kremlin denied that regime change in Tbilisi was on its agenda, but in fact Russian forces moved too slowly to achieve such a goal. While they succeeded in their strategic aim of humiliating Georgia and reinforcing Russian control of Georgia’s separatist regions, there were numerous tactical and operational problems.⁴ Russian forces were slow in mobilising and deploying to the theatre; troops from different divisions had to be synchronised before the invasion through manoeuvres in the Northern Caucasus, because Russian forces relied on mobilisation to fill the ranks and certain regiments were kept unmanned; and inexperienced and talkative conscripts proved to be a security problem. The Russian military had to rely on superior numbers instead of quality. Coordination between the arms of the Russian forces proved difficult. Tactical and operational planning was poor and inflexible, as was leadership. Situation awareness was poor, and led to many incidents of “friendly fire”. Russia failed to exploit the advantage of air superiority, and supply lines were overstretched.

² See Alexander M. Gols and Tonya L. Putnam, “State Militarism and Its Legacies: Why Military Reform Has Failed in Russia”, International Security, Volume 29, Issue 2, Fall 2004, p. 121–128; the article provides a useful description of social mobilisation and the cultivation of nationalism by the Russian Security Services, but defines “defence reform success” purely in Western terms. For the authors, it was unthinkable that the Russian military would succeed in the very same quest several years later.


² See Alexander M. Gols and Tonya L. Putnam, “State Militarism and Its Legacies: Why Military Reform Has Failed in Russia”, International Security, Volume 29, Issue 2, Fall 2004, p. 121–128; the article provides a useful description of social mobilisation and the cultivation of nationalism by the Russian Security Services, but defines “defense reform success” purely in Western terms. For the authors, it was unthinkable that the Russian military would succeed in the very same quest several years later.


The poor performance of the Russian armed forces demonstrated the need for real defence reform. The Russian leadership realised that, if performance did not improve, they would find it difficult to use the military to intimidate or coerce larger neighbouring countries such as Ukraine, Belarus, or Kazakhstan, should they embark on policies diverging from the Kremlin’s interests. The strength of the Georgian forces taught the Russian leadership that combat- and leadership-training, effective logistics, and higher levels of professionalism are much more important for the overall performance of military forces than high-tech equipment. In addition, it showed them that small incremental improvements on existing equipment would increase their performance considerably at a much lower cost than introducing all-new generations of weapons systems and combat vehicles.

The new round of Russian military reform started in late 2008, after the Georgian campaign was over. The armed forces had not undergone such a rapid transformation since the 1930s, and before that the 1870s. The authorities planned the “new look” reform in three phases, starting with the reforms that would take the longest to produce results. First, increasing professionalism by overhauling the education of personnel and cutting the number of conscripts; second, improving combat-readiness with a streamlined command structure and additional training exercises; and third, rearming and updating equipment.

Western analysts’ focus on the rearmament stage of the reforms, which has not yet been completed, has caused them to overlook the success of the other two stages. These have already given Russia a more effective and combat-ready military, as demonstrated by its fast and coordinated intervention in Ukraine.

The first stage of the reform tackled the professionalism of the Russian armed forces – troops as well as leaders. The overall number of officers – both general staff and staff officers – was reduced dramatically (in line with the streamlining of the command-and-control structure), the warrant officers corps was dissolved, and professionally trained non-commissioned officers (NCO) were introduced. For the first time, the Russian army had a pyramid structure, with few decision-makers at the top and more officers servicing the troops. This freed resources for other reform projects, and reduced bureaucratic battles between rival offices. Officers’ wages increased fivefold over the period of the reform, and greater management skills and commitment were demanded from them in return. New housing and social welfare programmes added to the financial security and prestige of armed forces personnel.

Since the early 2000s, Russia had experimented with hiring more professional soldiers instead of conscripts, but new financial resources were available to increase their numbers on a large scale. This allowed the troops to use more high-tech equipment (conscripts serve too short a period to be effectively trained on complex weapons systems) and increased the combat-readiness of elite forces (paratroopers, naval infantry, and special forces).

The military education system was overhauled, reducing the number of military schools and higher education centres from 65 to 10, and introducing new curricula and career models. Many of the education and training reforms were modelled on the systems of Switzerland and Austria, whose ministries were happy to please their “strategic partners” in Moscow by granting them insights into their NCO and officer training programmes. The aim of Russian military planners was that the new generation of officers should be able to lead their troops in complex environments and quickly adapt to new situations by applying state-of-the-art (Western) leadership techniques. Last but not least, individual soldiers’ equipment and uniforms were modernised, increasing morale and confidence.

The second phase concentrated on increasing troop readiness, and improving organisation and logistics. Russia revamped the entire structure of its armed forces – from strategic commands down to new combat brigades. The aim was to increase readiness, deployability, and the ability to send large numbers of troops abroad on short notice.

The reforms reduced the discrepancy between the armed forces’ real strength and their strength on paper. During Soviet times, the army relied on mobilisation – calling up reservists – to achieve full combat strength. Each division was only staffed 50 to 75 percent (with two to three regiments not manned) and required reservists to fill all ranks. This procedure took time and was difficult to hide from the public, and hence would have been a clear indication to Russia’s neighbours that military action was imminent. Russia had not resorted to mobilisation since the dissolution of the Soviet Union, due to the fear of domestic dissent. As a result, before each deployment, battalions and regiments had to be assembled in-situ from different divisions according to the level of staffing and equipment that was available at the time. These “patchwork” units were not successful in the Russian-Georgian war, as the different units and officers had hardly trained together and barely knew each other. Hence, the reforms significantly reduced the overall strength of the Russian army on paper, cutting structures that relied on mobilisation and introducing high-readiness combat-brigades (40 “new look” brigades were formed from 25 old divisions – a nominal reduction of about 43 percent).


6 In Russian or Ukrainian, the term mobilisation – мобилизация – also refers to drafting new recruits, so it is necessary to take care in interpreting it.
Then the command structure was streamlined. The military districts were transformed into joint forces commands, and their number was reduced. This cut the levels of hierarchy as the military districts now have access to all land, air, and naval forces in their zone. Unnecessary administrative commands were closed, especially in the army and air forces. Even more dramatic were the cuts and reorganisation in the logistics apparatus of the army, where extensive outsourcing and reduction of administrative personnel increased effectiveness.

To further boost troop readiness, manoeuvres and exercises were increased. Large-scale “snatch exercises” were conducted to ensure that Russia could react to a variety of contingencies in its immediate neighbourhood. Not surprisingly, the list of mobilised units and participants in the 2009 and 2013 high-readiness manoeuvres and the war in Ukraine do not differ much – the Russian armed forces generally rehearse what they intend to do. In theory, within 24 hours of alert all airborne units (VDV) should be deployed, and all Russian “new look” brigades ready to deploy. While such high readiness levels have not yet been achieved, one has to bear in mind that before the reforms some Russian divisions needed about a year of preparation before deploying to Chechnya. Smaller-scale battalion- and brigade-level exercises and live-fire exercises have also increased considerably since the mid-2000s. These are used for tactical leadership training, to familiarise new commanders and units with each other, and to make higher-level commands aware of any shortcomings in the new units.

The results of the reforms are clearly visible. During the Russian-Ukrainian war, the Russian army kept between 40,000 and 150,000 men in full combat-ready formations across the Russian-Ukrainian border. In parallel, Russia conducted manoeuvres in other parts of the country, comprising up to 80,000 service personnel of all arms. Moreover, the troops stayed in the field in combat-ready conditions for months before being rotated. Not even during the second Chechen war had the number of permanent troops maintained in the field been so high or lasted such a long time. Before the reforms, combat-readiness plummeted immediately after deployment due to inefficient logistics. This is not the case now.

Rearmament

The West has underestimated the significance of Russia’s military reforms. Western – especially US – analysts have exclusively focused on the third phase of reform: the phasing in of new equipment. Numerous Russian and Western articles have stated that the Russian armed forces were still using legacy equipment from the Soviet Union and that its replacement was occurring more slowly than planned by the Kremlin. However, this is a misunderstanding of the nature of the reforms. The initial stages were not designed to create a new army in terms of equipment, but to ensure that existing equipment was ready to use, and to make the organisation that uses it more effective and professional. Indeed, to successfully intervene in Russia’s neighbourhood, Moscow does not necessarily need the latest cutting-edge defence technology. Rather, such interventions would have to be precisely targeted and quickly executed to pre-empt a proper Western reaction.

It was logical for Russian policymakers to postpone the equipment phase of the military reform until the first two phases of restructuring had yielded tangible results. It takes more time to educate officers, phase out or retrain generations of military leaders, and overhaul bureaucratic structures and logistics than to acquire new equipment. Moreover, Russian policymakers expected the conditions for its realisation to improve over time, in terms of both budget and technology. During the presidency of Dmitry Medvedev there was hope that Russia’s military-industrial complex would benefit from modernisation partnerships with European countries, particularly Western Europe. Hence there was no reason to rush the rearmament phase of Russia’s military reforms. The military-industrial complex made use of the modernisation partnership, and closed some gaps in its arsenal – such as tactical drones – by import. It persuaded Israel to agree to a licence-build contract for a variety of tactical drones, in exchange for Russia cancelling the sale of the S-300 air-defence system to Iran. Other foreign purchases improved the effectiveness of existing equipment, such as new radio equipment for the armed forces, computerised training and simulation facilities, command-and-control networks, and night-vision devices for tanks.

Other deals with foreign nations were designed to close gaps in production techniques and project-management skills in the Russian defence industry. The most famous of these deals was the proposed sale of two Mistral-class helicopter carriers to Russia by French defence company

10 “Russia confirms cancellation of Iran’s S-300 deal”, Jane’s Defence Weekly, 20 October 2010, p. 28. “Russia and Israel’s IAI agree UAV partnership”, Jane’s Defence Weekly, 20 October 2010, p. 31, to give a sense of the durability of such deals, Russia resumed the delivery of the S-300 to Iran in 2015, and has used the drones extensively over Ukraine. See “Russia Confirms Sale of S-300 Missile Systems To Iran”, Agence France-Presse, 26 May 2015, available at http://www.defensenews.com/story/defense/international/courts/2015/05/26/russia-confirms-sale-missile-systems-iran-emirgan/?cHash=2c61dd24c7a97c6c5c4b4f65d2f4e188/; Christian Boyes, “Ukrainian forces says two drones shot down over war zone are Russian”, the Guardian, 21 May 2015, available at http://www.theguardian.com/ukraine/2015/may/21/russia-drones-shot-down-ukraine
After Vladimir Putin announced the Russian rearmament plans in 2012, Russian defence spending increased from $70.2 billion in 2011 to $84.8 billion in 2013, and then $91.7 billion in 2014. However, the straining of European-Russian relations after Putin’s return to the presidency, Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, and collapsing energy prices have caused severe setbacks for Russian rearmament programmes.

European sanctions against Russia following the Ukraine crisis – especially the ban on the sale of arms and dual-use goods – did not cause many deals to collapse publicly, but it remains to be seen how far the defence industry’s projects have been delayed by the interruption of links to technical expertise and manufacturing facilities in the West. The incremental improvement of Russian legacy-systems will also be delayed.

But the biggest blow to the defence reforms was the failure of Russian economic modernisation policy in general. In 2015, the government further increased the proportion of GDP spent on defence in the face of rising inflation and falling GDP, but there are doubts about whether this is sustainable. China’s defence industry has benefited from the country’s overall economic and industrial modernisation. Russia, meanwhile, has failed to modernise at all. Its plan for economic modernisation was a bureaucratic, state-centric one that disregarded the fact that technological modernisation needs a private industrial sector. Technological modernisation of the defence sector alone worked during Stalin’s time, but not in the information age. The difference between the Chinese and Russian defence industries illustrates this problem.

Russia’s defence modernisation is far from complete. The introduction of new generations of aeroplanes, warships, and land systems began only recently. This modernisation effort will continue over the next decade, and many of the programmes will run into the 2020s or even the 2030s. The decision on the next phase of rearmament has already been postponed several times.

Although the low oil price, among other factors, may cause delays, most modernisation programmes should yield their first results by 2020. Whether by coincidence or design, Chinese military documents from the 2000s usually referred to 2020 as the year by which China would be ready to fight at least a regional war, and thereafter become a global military superpower. To militarily challenge Europe, Russia would need allies. Whatever the projected date for completing reforms, Russia knows that it is not yet time for a major military confrontation. However, its defence apparatus could still exploit situations that arise unexpectedly.

The notion that Russia is preparing to face off with the West and NATO is not just domestic politics and sabre-rattling. Russia cannot challenge the international order alone, but the Kremlin’s assertion that the West is in decline and the East on the rise implies its belief that the conditions for a military revision of the current world order will improve over time. Sooner or later, Russia’s leaders believe, they will be presented with an opportunity to join a revisionist coalition. In the meantime, the Russian armed forces are capable enough to successfully defeat any of its immediate western neighbours, including the EU and NATO members that border the Russian Federation, if they are isolated. And, for the time being, this neighbourhood will remain the focus of Russian military strategy.
Unconventional warfare

Western – especially US – critiques that the Russian armed forces are not fit for the twenty-first century argue that Russia still adheres to outdated concepts of mid-twentieth century industrial warfare and to an outdated threat perception.\(^{17}\) While these critics were mostly silenced by Russia’s swift occupation and annexation of Crimea, and subsequent war against Ukraine, it is still accurate to observe that Russia prepares for war in an entirely different way than the West.

Russia’s military efforts are embedded in a multi-pronged drive to overwhelm, subvert, and subdue the opposing society that is much more ruthless and effective than the West’s “comprehensive approach” – the coordination of civilian and military efforts in conflicts and crises. Russia has analysed twenty-first century conflicts,\(^{18}\) and one of its conclusions is that contemporary warfare is embedded in deep societal struggle. As leading Russian analysts stated at the 2012 Valdai Discussion Club: ‘The distinction between ‘civilian’ and ‘military’ segments of society is disappearing. The aim of a military campaign is to impact not only the enemy army, but also its society, understood in terms of its cultural as well as its physical aspects. This trend makes it necessary to conduct joint ‘civilian-military’ operations, rather than purely military ones.’\(^{19}\) Russia uses the regime’s access to almost all societal spheres in the country to harness them for its war efforts.

These efforts are aided by Russia’s paramilitary and non-military forces. In the Russian Federation, the Ministry of Interior has about 170,000 men in ready-formed and trained paramilitary units at its disposal to tackle domestic unrest, terrorism, and border violations.\(^{20}\) There is no need for the armed forces to supplement them in case of an emergency. Similarly, natural disasters and humanitarian aid are taken care of by the Ministry for Emergency Situations, which also has its own troops. The railway and pipeline engineers of the Soviet army were incorporated into this ministry to deal with natural or man-made disasters, disruption of infrastructure, or humanitarian emergencies, and regularly deploy abroad to provide humanitarian assistance. Therefore the Russian armed forces do not prepare for “soft threats” or “post-modern threats” such as domestic terrorism or natural disasters because they don’t have to.

These paramilitary and non-military forces would play an important role if Russia carried out a full invasion of one of its neighbours. Both services were mobilised in April 2014 when the Russian military was preparing its assault on Ukraine.\(^{21}\) If there had been a full invasion of that country, it is likely that they would have provided internal security, established an occupation regime, repaired damaged infrastructure, and provided services, among other things. Though no such invasion took place, their mobilisation clearly indicates that the Russian military planners have a much broader picture in mind than just the military situation.

As Russia was too weak to act conventionally in its neighbourhood in the early 1990s, it built up enormous expertise in supporting and organising proxies and quasi-state structures. Now it is using these to supplement its conventional military might, both in terms of the non-military dimension of foreign intervention, and to bolster certain military capabilities. On strategic reconnaissance, the US has developed a powerful array of technical intelligence and surveillance instruments. Russia lagged behind in those assets, but tried to overcome this by embedding human intelligence assets and penetrating the adversary’s command structures. In the “near abroad”, Russia can also make use of civilian communications infrastructure and services as well as its land-based intelligence installations to intercept enemy communications.

In Ukraine, Russia is engaged not only in a conventional war but also in wars of subversion and propaganda, and in multiple disinformation campaigns at home and abroad. There is a trade and financial war going on, in which Russia tries to weaken the Ukrainian economy by cutting off imports, selectively harming entrepreneurs that support the new government, and corrupting others; as well as a multi-pronged campaign by political representatives, intelligence services, and Russian businesses to undermine European support for Ukraine. In Russian armed forces chief General Valeri Gerasimov’s analysis of unconventional warfare,\(^{22}\) the armed intervention is only the climax of a campaign of intensive preparation through political, social, media, and economic means, fostering unrest and influencing sub-state actors.

Russia had prepared for the military campaign in Ukraine proper since at least 2008 by creating or connecting pro-Russian nationalist circles and fifth-column organisations, and by infiltrating local intelligence, military, economic, and administrative structures.\(^{23}\) The creation of parallel structures and clandestine support bases was instrumental to this effort. The emergence of such organisations in other theatres is an indication of Russian military aspirations. Besides Ukraine, pro-Russian political, economic, and civil organisations are mushrooming in Georgia and Moldova.\(^{24}\)

---


\(^{18}\) For the Russian analysis of the post-Arab Spring uprisings and conflicts, see Барabanov et al., “Military Reform”, p. 8.

\(^{19}\) Barabanov et al., “Military Reform”, p. 8.

Russia and Europe: The military balance

The Russian military reform made the current military apparatus more effective, more combat-ready, and better suited to Russia’s assertive foreign policy in the near abroad. But what are the chances that it could successfully challenge the West? The European defence establishment has been confident that Russia’s armed forces could be checked, at least in qualitative terms. However, this qualitative advantage applies to few European NATO members. France, the UK, and Germany have armed forces of superior quality to Russia, but issues of deployability, readiness, and quantity of ammunition could put this qualitative advantage into question. The European-Russian military balance can be displayed as shown in the graphs accompanying this text.

Europe’s naval forces are clearly superior to Russia’s, both in numbers and in quality. Aside from its submarine wing, Russia has nothing to put to sea that could challenge Europe, and even this is only a shadow of its former Soviet strength. In a conflict, it would have to reserve considerable forces to protect its strategic ballistic missile submarines.

Russia would not be able to threaten transatlantic supply lines between Europe and the US, and hence Russia alone could not prevent the US from re-engaging in Europe. Russia may be working to change this – it recently announced an ambitious submarine-building programme, and in 2015 alone laid down two nuclear ballistic missile submarines, three nuclear hunter/killer submarines, and two conventional ones.27

The quantitative superiority of European air forces is trickier to interpret. Only French and British air forces have proven in combat that they are able to conduct the full range of missions: from gaining air superiority to carrying out interdiction and providing combat air support. German and Italian air forces have the equipment to do so, but for the rest of Europe there are national shortfalls in capabilities that limit their air forces to certain roles. Europe has phased out most of its land-based air-defence systems, and many elderly aircraft will be phased out without replacement over the next decade. The Russian air force, on the other hand, though smaller, is a homogeneous force that is used to acting as a single entity. It is capable of fulfilling all missions and roles of modern air warfare, though with some shortfalls regarding precision strike and deep strike. Russian aerial command-and-control (C2), intelligence, and situation-awareness systems are clearly inferior to US ones. But, without US support, European air forces (except for France and the UK) don’t measure up well either.

Regarding land forces, the balance is even more ambiguous. Europe has more combat forces than Russia. (The overall number of uniformed personnel is much higher in Europe than in Russia, but the figures include defence bureaucracy personnel, which Europe has a huge surplus of.) But what about readiness and training? European forces are scattered across 28 states. Some smaller NATO members,


26 The graphs depict land forces’ combat formations in battalions, air-force combat formations in squadrons, and average warship tonnage. The graphs on the left illustrate the numbers of battalions, squadrons, and warship tonnage, respectively. In the graphs on the right, these values have been altered by multipliers (ranging from 0.25 to 3) to take the technological and professional differences of the armies into account. The methodology will be explained in detail in Gustav C. Gressel, “No new Cold War yet: the global distribution of military potentials”, ECPR explainer, to be published in autumn 2015.

especially in Central Europe, have such small forces that they can hardly train them on their own in combined arms manoeuvre warfare. Furthermore, the long period of peace in Europe has led to an erosion of combat-readiness levels. European analysts rightly point out that, despite tremendous efforts to reform the Russian armed forces, only 65 percent of their new combat brigades are actually combat-ready, but they tend to forget that the European Defence Agency rated European land forces as 30.9 percent deployable (i.e. combat-ready) and 7.5 percent sustainable deployable. While the figures were calculated differently and are difficult to compare, they point to a sensitive issue in European defence: many units in today’s European armies exist more on paper than in reality. Under-staffing, lack of exercises, low combat-readiness, and the constant drain of men and equipment to other tasks (such as attending to natural disasters, peacekeeping, and humanitarian missions) have led to an erosion of the real combat strength of European land forces. If called to action, it would take months to repatriate personnel, fill ranks, get equipment combat-ready, and then deploy it to the theatre. If Russia instigated a crisis, it could bring its own forces to an increased level of combat-readiness beforehand, achieving numerical superiority again.

---

Procurement

The ability and will to produce new defence equipment will affect the military balance on the European continent over the coming decades. As its Cold War-era defence equipment aged, Russia started to draw up ambitious rearmament plans. In Europe, on the other hand, the financial crisis has delayed or deferred many armament programmes. Will Russia out-build Europe in the long run?

In terms of land systems, Russia’s rearmament goals may not be realistic.30 The only clear production aim is to build 2,300 T-14 Armata tanks by 2020,31 but it is more likely that this will be the total number of all Armata combat vehicles produced.32 Russia also plans to replace 70 percent of its armoured vehicles with new-generation models by 2020.33 This represents an enormous effort and would dwarf any other land-system procurement programme, even in the US. Only one of the models, the BTR-82A light armoured personnel carrier, has been in production since 2010, while the production of many others has only just started.34 To produce all these vehicles in five years seems impossible, even in a militarised police state.

However, Europe has no ongoing tank-procurement programme (they are produced for export only) and instead keeps upgrading its Cold War-era tanks. Only very limited numbers of infantry fighting vehicles are in production,35 while armoured artillery systems are almost out of production. Europe’s focus on expeditionary warfare has strengthened its appetite for light, wheeled armoured personnel carriers and light combat vehicle platforms, ill-suited for modernised mechanisation.

Though at present Europe’s planned acquisitions of combat aircraft significantly exceed Russia’s,36 Russian production numbers will grow. Its existing contracts will be fulfilled between 2015 and 2017, and it is likely that further aircraft will be ordered after that.37 European procurement figures are unlikely to change much – the number of F-35s might increase, but no other combat aircraft will be procured until 2020. In addition, Europe has demonstrated no desire to modernise its air-defence systems. The few systems acquired in recent years have been predominantly sea-based. Only Germany and Poland are set to purchase land-based air-defence systems in the coming years,38 although there is no decision on the quantity yet.

In terms of naval forces, Europe not only out-matches but also out-builds Russia over the foreseeable future. If Europe takes its collective defence obligations seriously, it will have to reconsider its procurement priorities in the coming years.

Geography

Geography would be a disadvantage for Europe and an advantage for Russia in a future conflict on Europe’s eastern borders. During the Cold War, NATO had to defend a relatively narrow land border with a limited depth. The Warsaw Pact was expected to launch a major assault on Germany, whose border stretched about 720km from Austria to the Baltic Sea. The perimeter was about 300km deep, from the inner German border to the French border (where NATO had its major bases and depots). Another Soviet thrust could have gone through Yugoslavia into Italy, where a land border of only 85km separated the Adriatic from the passage to the Austrian Alps. The other land borders – such as the Norwegian-Soviet or the Bulgarian-Greek borders – were also short and offered little favourable terrain for mechanised warfare, benefiting NATO’s defence (see accompanying maps).

Today, however, from the North Cape across Finland, the Baltics, and Poland, the EU/NATO borders Russia or Belarus at a border stretching more than 2,000km from north to south. In the Black Sea, Russia’s annexation of Crimea has provided it with a strong military foothold from which it could launch amphibious assaults across the region. In the case of a crisis on the EU/NATO’s eastern border, the European reaction would take time and would give the Russian forces a chance to create facts on the ground. The distance from the major NATO bases in western Germany to the Baltic border is about 1,700km, and it is 1,200km to the Polish eastern border, and 1,800km to Romania’s Black Sea coast across Crimea. Russia, by contrast, would enjoy the advantages of fighting on the “interior line”. The distance from Moscow to the Russian-Baltic border is between 570 and 700km, to the Belarusian-Polish border 920km, and to Crimea about 1,200km.

During the Cold War, NATO practised the deployment of forces and reinforcements to the border on a regular basis, but the logistics of such an operation are now foreign to a new generation of staffers in the defence ministries. Compared to Western Germany, the lands on Europe’s eastern borders are underdeveloped in terms of infrastructure. In the Baltic countries, the railroads are still the Russian wide-gauge system, which is not compatible with that used in the rest of Europe. There are few airports where troops could land. These infrastructure bottlenecks would make any NATO/ EU deployment vulnerable to so-called anti-access tactics: ballistic missile attacks and sabotage.

30 See Appendix.
32 The tank, the T-15 heavy IFV/combat support vehicle, and the Kurganets-25 IFV self-propelled armoured artillery system.
34 For example, the Armata family, the Kurganets-25 IFV, and the Typhoon armoured vehicle series. There are no clear numbers about the vehicles produced, and Russia has converted several elderly BTR-80s to the new BTR-82A standard. The entire vehicle should be a stopgap measure until new generations of wheeled armoured vehicles become available.
35 The German Puma and Swedish CV-90.
36 See Appendix.
37 Additional Su-35, Su-34, MiG-35, MiG-29K, and – planned for 2018 – the PAK-50FA fighter aircraft are expected to be ordered and delivered before 2020.
As Russia is a unitary actor, preparations for military actions could more easily be concealed or disguised as exercises. There is no multitude of railway administrations or airspace control authorities with whom such an endeavour would have to be coordinated. Hence, in a conflict with Europe, Russia would be much quicker to deploy its forces, shift forces between different theatres, and rotate forces deployed to the area. If Russia instigated a crisis, these factors would add to the advantage of the higher readiness levels of the aggressor.

The advantages of early military action do not contribute to crisis stability. During the Cold War, the Soviet army could not mobilise quickly enough to take the West by surprise, and the USSR was much less dependent on a quick military strike to secure its interests. As a result, the crisis dynamic was very different. Today, the advantages Russia could gain from a surprise attack on the West, and the West’s fear of such an attack, may push crisis behaviour in entirely different directions.
**War games**

Military incursions into EU and NATO countries are not far from the minds of Russian military planners. In the first major exercise to test the “new look” reforms, “Zapad 2009”, the Russian army practised a swift offensive against Poland and the Baltic states, launching nuclear strikes against Poland to deter NATO from further engagement.39

By the end of the operation, the Baltics have been captured and a land bridge to Kaliningrad secured. The “Caucasus 2009” manoeuvres repeated similar patterns against Georgia, and the “Lagoda 2009” drills practised amphibious and airborne operations in the Baltics and Finland.40 All of the exercises involved the quick mobilisation of Russian transport to the theatre and the earliest possible “resuming” of offensive operations (as a diplomatic fig leaf, each scenario involved countering an initial NATO/Georgian attack). In the “Zapad 2013” manoeuvre, the script was even more loaded with significance. “Illegal armed groups” or “terrorists” from the Baltic states would take control of Europe in 2015.


parts of Belarus, and the Russian army again would have to react rapidly with an offensive operation, cutting off the Baltics from the rest of Europe and then “removing the terrorist threat from the area.”

These exercises indicate that Russia’s military thinking is offensive in nature, and geared towards expansion, not defence. The “Lagoda 2012” manoeuvre rehearsed military actions against the Baltics and Finland, in a twenty-first century repetition of the 1939 Soviet invasion of the Baltics and Finland (the so-called Winter War).42 The Baltic-Russian and Finnish-Russian borders were taken as the hypothetical frontline, leaving little room for imagination about the ultimate aims of Russian military planning. Further exercises carried out in spring 2015 repeated similar scenarios, but with a stronger emphasis on nuclear deterrence.43 Moreover, the Russian military build-up in the Arctic is focused on Russia’s Finnish/Norwegian borders and the region of Archangelsk,44 paying little attention to the Russian-Alaskan frontier or the north Siberian shipping-lanes. If the Kremlin feared a pre-emptive attack by the US, the armed forces would pay greater attention to those areas.

While no Russian offensive against Scandinavia, the Baltic states, or Poland is imminent, Russia is evidently assessing its chances of success in such an offensive and improving the necessary infrastructure. However, any attempt to move into EU/NATO territories implies serious political and military risks for Russia. Russia does not possess “escalation dominance” against the West, particularly not without using nuclear weapons. It does not control all the factors necessary for the successful conclusion of such a fight: the West’s will and ability to react, US willingness to re-engage in Europe, and Europe’s will to mount a roll-back operation, and even to risk a nuclear confrontation.

But Russian nuclear doctrine is evolving too. While official statements concerning the use of nuclear weapons are unclear and conflicting,45 Russia’s thinking on nuclear warfare has become increasingly permissive since 1991.46 The most worrying trend in the Russian debate is the discussion of the “de-escalatory” use of nuclear weapons. This concept revolves around the use of an early limited nuclear strike to deter NATO intervention. As Stephen J. Blank, senior analyst for nuclear strategy at the US Army War College, sums up the concept: “If Russia should decide to invade or seize one or more Baltic State, then that would mean it is prepared to wage nuclear war against NATO and the United States to hold onto that acquisition although it would prefer not to, or thinks it could get away with it without having to do so. The idea behind such a ‘limited nuclear war’ is that Russia would seize control of the intra-war escalation process by detonating a first-strike even in a preventive or pre-emptive mode, and this would supposedly force NATO to negotiate a political solution that allows Russia to hold onto at least some of its gains.”47

The strategy may sound overly bold, but this is exactly the scenario that the Russian army rehearsed in 2009, 2013, and 2015 against Europe and in 2010 against Asia, requiring a rapid deployment of Russia’s limited (but now high-readiness) conventional forces in offensive operations. When the Western states react to the move, Russia would play the nuclear card to dissuade the West from engaging in a roll-back operation and force them to accept the Russian gains as a fait accompli. Putin’s statement that he was ready to put Russia’s nuclear weapons on standby during the occupation of Crimea suggested that the concept of the “de-escalatory” use of nuclear weapons has spread beyond military circles to the Russian leadership.48 Unfortunately, the Western reaction to Russia’s aggression against Ukraine shows that Russian war games are not far from reality.

Russia would face additional constraints in entering a land war against an EU or NATO country. The interruption of trade ties would be much more severe than in the case of a war in the post-Soviet periphery. Russia would not be able to move quickly from being a resource-exporting economy, and will depend on European markets for the time being. But Europe should not take this security for granted. A major deterioration of the security situation in Asia, another major crisis in Europe, or other unforeseen events in world politics might persuade Russia that its European export market might collapse anyway or that the chances for expansion are now better than they will be.
The Russian political elite is betting on the collapse of the European project, and European leaders should take this into account. If the Russian military and intelligence establishment sees European turmoil as a chance to escalate and strengthen their position domestically, Russian military adventurism might seize its opportunity.

**Beyond the post-Soviet space**

Russia’s military planners have been so successful in overcoming their disadvantages because the military’s sphere of action has so far been limited to regional conflicts in the post-Soviet periphery. However, if the Russian military were deployed in large numbers to distant theatres of war – as threatened by its escalating presence in Syria – its weaknesses and shortfalls would soon become evident.

On the battlefield, Russia relies on heavy land systems for fire support: tank, gun, and rocket artillery, rather than close air support. In Russia’s neighbourhood this is not much of a problem, because Russia has rail links to transport the vast amounts of munitions and spare parts that these systems require. But in a more distant arena, like Syria, the logistical footprint of Russia’s heavy land systems would seriously limit military operations.

Air-to-air refuelling for striking faraway targets is still little practised by the Russian air force, except for the long-range bomber planes. But these bombers specialise in the nuclear strike role, and so are of little use in a conventional conflict. Other warplanes need air bases close to the theatre of war. These bases are abundant in Russia, but once the military tries to engage in fights beyond its periphery, access to secure bases would be a problem.

The Russian armed forces rely on their intelligence services for strategic reconnaissance, and land-based installations for signals intelligence, navigation, airspace control, and electronic warfare. Sea and airborne sensors are much more expensive to operate, and Russia has got rid of most of the Soviet Union’s old arsenal. As a result, Russian military actions abroad would be dependent on the assistance of local partners and their intelligence services, which may not be as sophisticated as the Russian ones.

Moreover, although Russia has widened its pool of professional soldiers, it still relies on conscripts to man large segments of the armed forces. To recruit volunteers for the fight in Ukraine, the Russian propaganda machine had to peddle alarmist scenarios of “fascists” taking over Kyiv. It may be more difficult to fabricate scarecrows in far-flung regions, and still more difficult to make the Russian population believe in them enough to back military action. Recent polls show that few Russians support the country’s military actions in Syria. If Russia lacks the popular support to send conscripts, the level of military presence will be limited.

Finally, the bulk of the Russian army is not trained to fight long-term counter-insurgency campaigns, which are the task of specialised paramilitary troops in the Interior Ministry. Those troops haven’t been sent abroad, although in April 2014 Russia considered using them in a possible all-out invasion of Ukraine (which was never executed).

If Russia now sought to develop similar expeditionary capabilities to the West, this would necessitate a major readjustment of its military reforms and additional investment – both of which the country can ill afford. So far, the reforms have yielded results useful to Moscow’s strategic interests. If those interests start to grow beyond the capabilities of the military apparatus, Russia will face serious trouble.

**Strategic consequences for Europe**

Russia’s military modernisation and re-emergence as an expansionist, revisionist actor on Europe’s eastern borders has profound strategic consequences for Europe. Little that was true for Europe’s security in the 1990s and early 2000s is still valid. However, the situation Europe faces today is not a repetition of the Cold War. While there is again a systemic and ideological conflict between the democratic West and a revanchist Russia, Russia has neither the will nor the capacity to compete with the West on a global scale. But even if Russia is unable to shape world politics, it may be able to spoil it. And, as its expansionist aims threaten the very existence of some of the EU’s eastern member states, the Russian threat will be a much more serious challenge for Europe than for anybody else on the planet.

European politicians need to wake up to the fact that their differences with Russia cannot be bridged or mitigated by economic cooperation, political dialogue, or common institutions. Military assertiveness and expansionism are built into the Russian political system and much of its aggressive foreign behaviour is caused by the structure of its political regime. Its strong security apparatus that lacks checks and balances; the desire to foster social cohesion through external conflict; its ideological conservatism; and the militarisation of society that Putin has ushered in are long-term factors that will prevent any quick rapprochement between Russia and the West.

A major military escalation on the European continent is not imminent, but it cannot be ruled out. Russia is clearly preparing itself for offensive operations. It could exploit the weaknesses of its Western neighbours to achieve strategic surprise, but these options are attached to big risks and uncertainties for Russia. Much will depend on how Western leaders react to Russian provocations in the case of a crisis. Hence the challenge is more political than 49 Lilia Shevtsova, Russia – Lost in Transition: The Yeltsin and Putin Legacies (Carnegie Endowment for International Peace: Washington, DC, 2007); Lilia Shevtsova, Lonely Power, Why Russia Failed to Become the West and the West is Weary of Russia (Carnegie Endowment for International Peace: Washington, DC, 2010); Martin Malhe, Grundzüge der Außen- und Sicherheitspolitik Russlands unter Präsident Putin, Ausgewählte Aspekte (Schriftenreihe der Landesverteidigungsakademie: Vienna, March 2009); Vladimir Gel’man, Authoritarian Russia, Analyzing Post-Soviet Regime Changes (University of Pittsburgh Press: Pittsburgh, 2015).
military: only credible political coherence, solidarity, and deterrence can prevent military adventurism. Whether such adventurism will hit the European periphery or Europe itself will largely depend on the state of Europe’s defence. While in theory the doctrine of the “de-escalating” use of nuclear weapons would provide a possible course of action for a successful Russian attack on an eastern EU/NATO country, the doctrine is extremely risky for Russia. Not only does it assume that NATO and Europe would immediately back down in the face of a direct nuclear threat, it also assumes that Russia can bear the diplomatic and economic costs of such an action – not to speak of the costs of governing the Baltics or Poland and suppressing the popular resistance that would arise. In Ukraine, Russia was not willing to take that much risk and refrained from any all-out invasion and occupation of Ukraine, waging a limited war in the Donbas instead.

A coordinated European response

In military terms, Europe first and foremost has to prepare to handle hybrid scenarios – combining conventional and non-conventional warfare – and further destabilisation of its eastern neighbourhood. Russia is likely to carry out a hidden initial aggression to confuse European leaders strategically, subvert Western support for the victim, and delay any reaction by the West until Russia has created facts on the ground, especially if it is unsure about the Western reaction.

The initial reaction to an unconventional, subversive Russian military operation should resemble stabilisation or crisis intervention rather than traditional defence. Rapid deployment would be more important than striking power for these spearhead forces, because they first have to deny unconventional forces access to critical infrastructure and administrative facilities. Close cooperation with non-military state authorities is essential. The quality of the Western forces has to be high. Moreover, this initial phase of the operation will be critical for Russia to build its narrative of events, both to sell to its domestic audience and to confront public opinion in the West.

In the second phase of the response to Russian aggression, Europe would have to deploy forces with sufficient striking power and sustainability to deny Russian forces the option of an armed incursion, or, if that has already happened, to stop and repel it. While some of the features of expeditionary warfare remain the same, such as the rapid deployment of forces over long distances, Europe needs to acknowledge that regular Russian land, air, and sometimes even naval forces are a far more formidable foe than all of the non-state irregular armed groups (or Middle Eastern dictators) that Western forces faced in the 1990s and 2000s.

Today, Russia poses a qualitative rather than a quantitative military challenge to Europe. During the post-Cold War “interbellum” (1989-2014) the readiness of some European member states’ armies degraded considerably. Central European armies in particular are not large enough to practise combined arms manoeuvre warfare on their own, still less to carry out larger joint operations. The air forces of smaller European militaries have become air-policing services at large, with little or no capabilities in other fields. And, as they have never been used for expeditionary warfare, they have not trained to take part in a major air campaign alongside allied comrades.

After 25 years of peace in Europe, many of the human skills needed for the conduct of a major conventional land war in the region have vanished with the personnel that retired after 1989. This is not only true for fighting personnel. The entire administrative and logistical apparatus necessary to support major military operations in Eastern Europe would have to be rebuilt from scratch.

Defence integration would be a plausible way to tackle the defence shortfalls of small- and medium-sized countries. For too long, the discussion has revolved around cooperation between the big European states, like the Anglo-French cooperation in armament and defence technology. However, the big European states – France, the UK, Germany, Italy, Spain, and to a certain point Sweden and Poland – have functioning armies that are capable of conducting combined arms manoeuvre warfare. There is therefore little reason for them to bind their working military apparatuses to integrative projects with an uncertain future. Hence both “smart defence” and “pooling and sharing” are mere paper concepts, because the big states have little interest and the small states have little to share. But, as qualitative demands on armed forces increase with Russia’s re-emergence as an expansionist power, and “soft niches” (such as nuclear, biological, and chemical (NBC) protection, engineers, logistics, etc.) are not what is needed for European solidarity, the smaller European members will have to consider serious defence integration. While integrated combat forces still seem to be out of question due to issues of sovereignty and tradition, combined education and training, logistics, infrastructure, acquisition, and administration would be much less sensitive but help to reduce the personnel costs and organisational ineffectiveness of smaller armies.
Beyond Europe

Even if Russia succeeds in modernising its armed forces as planned, it will not be able to challenge the West as a whole without allies. If the US is free to shift major military forces to the European theatre, Russia’s armed forces can be overwhelmed in both quantity and quality. If Russia wants to attack any European state protected by NATO Article 5, it would need either to distract the US in the rest of the world, or to foster a “coalition of the revisionists” that is strong enough to challenge the West on a global scale. Therefore, Europe should not turn a blind eye to world politics beyond its immediate neighbourhood.

The question of how far the US should be involved in Europe’s defence is a delicate one. Concerning nuclear weapons, there is no substitute for the US – in addition to the fact that neither France nor the UK can afford to purchase a further thousand nuclear warheads and the corresponding delivery means. And because the US has the ultimate responsibility in terms of nuclear weapons, it will probably never totally withdraw from Europe or leave European security entirely to the Europeans. This means that Washington could pay the ultimate price for a crisis it does not control. Europe’s over-reliance on the US for security is dangerous for other reasons, as Russia may be tempted to exploit world crises to distract the US from Europe: the more turmoil and distractions, the better the military calculation for Russia in the European theatre.

The issue of European self-reliance necessarily raises the question of how to deal with the Russian nuclear threat and the doctrine of the “de-escalating” use of nuclear weapons. While US-Russian strategic deterrence must be considered as stable and predictable, the same thing cannot be said about the possible use of non-strategic nuclear weapons in a limited nuclear war. Because many European elites as well as opinion leaders are opposed to or at least not familiar with Cold War-style thinking on nuclear deterrence, it is particularly difficult for Europe to counter such moves. A mix of defensive measures, limited (nuclear) deterrence, and US reassurance could deter Russia from nuclear adventurism, if the application of these means were credible. These efforts need to be coordinated among states with very different strategic traditions, and a lot needs to be done to foster strategic cohesion. The most disastrous development of a crisis can be expected if, on the eve of a military crisis in Europe, European governments are not on the same page on nuclear deterrence. This could give the hawks in Moscow the signal they are waiting for to push for a more adventurous and risky policy. An attempt to draft a European Strategic Deterrence Doctrine could be a good exercise to bring together different strategic cultures, perceptions, and aims.

The role of the EU

Given the strong transatlantic dimension of European defence, especially the nuclear aspect, it seems obvious that NATO is the primary arbiter of a new European defence policy. But it would be unwise to forget the EU’s role. Many of the EU’s assets developed for crisis response (such as special police or Gendarmerie forces, and civil administration assets) will be useful in a hybrid scenario, either in the European neighbourhood or in the EU itself. The Union has developed instruments to deploy forces for internal security and civil administration abroad, and, via its policies on justice, freedom, and security, it would have the ability to coordinate the entire array of administrative forces in such a crisis. However, its policies and practices would have to be adapted to the new contingencies.

The European Neighbourhood Policy has set out a comprehensive agenda for reforming the justice and security sector in countries with an Association Agreement (Ukraine, Georgia, and Moldova). This assistance for domestic reform could be supplemented by common contingency planning or exercises to prepare a response to Russian-led destabilisation. Europe should remember that the war in the Donbas could probably have been avoided if European police and Gendarmerie had been deployed there in March or April 2014.

Last but not least, Article 42/7 of the Treaty of the EU, which guarantees the security of member states, is still a reserve framework in case NATO decisions are blocked by obstructive member states. It also covers Finland and Sweden – both non-NATO members facing an increasingly assertive Russia. So far, Europe has made little effort to implement Article 42/7 through a credible policy, let alone to make it a credible deterrent. It would be worth exploring how far the Nordic non-aligned members would be willing to engage in common defence preparation, and whether the neutral countries would sabotage this.

In the end, Europe’s citizens need to realise that the prosperity and freedom they have attained within the European project is dependent on their vigilance and readiness to defend it. The 1990s and 2000s, in which Europe was allowed to reunite peacefully and flourish without external threats, was a window of opportunity that has now closed. If the opportunity arises, we should not be shy about reaching out to Russia. But until then, we must be prepared for the worst.
## Appendix

### Procurement of major weapons systems in Europe pre-2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Europe</th>
<th>Russia</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MBT</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2,300</td>
<td>Russian production goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFV</td>
<td>452</td>
<td>3,580</td>
<td>Estimate based on Russian modernisation goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APC</td>
<td>2,171</td>
<td>4,200</td>
<td>Estimate based on Russian modernisation goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drones</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>Some</td>
<td>The production of the IAI Searcher and other tactical drones continues, but no reliable numbers are available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-tank systems</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Many</td>
<td>There are no reliable numbers available, but Russia is taking delivery of ATGMs for new helicopters and armoured vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artillery systems</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1,050</td>
<td>Estimate based on Russian modernisation goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combat aircraft</td>
<td>731</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>More planes will be ordered before 2020, RUS contracts fulfilled by 2015/2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWACS, ELINT planes and tankers</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>The next generation of Russian AWACS and electronic reconnaissance aircraft is under development, but will not be introduced in larger numbers before 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic bombers</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy transport aircraft</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>More planes will be ordered before 2020, RUS contracts fulfilled by 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combat helicopters</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>237</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport and multi-purpose helicopters</td>
<td>523</td>
<td>312</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ballistic missiles</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100-400</td>
<td>Iskander, Bulawa, Yars in delivery, but no reliable numbers available. The planned 40 strategic missiles per year seems unsustainable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air defence systems</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Only includes known S-300 and S-400 orders; additional Tor, Buk, and S-400 are being delivered, but no reliable number is available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft carriers</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>The Russian “Storm” class CVA/CVN is still on the drawing board and will not be completed before 2020 (if construction has even started at that time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cruisers &amp; destroyers</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12 large missile destroyers planned, but construction is likely to start in 2023 at the earliest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frigates &amp; corvettes</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ballistic missile submarines</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear submarines</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diesel-electric submarines</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These figures include only the acquisition of new equipment, not the modernisation of old equipment or the transfer of second-hand equipment within one of the blocs (there is a lot of acquisition by Eastern European states of second-hand equipment that has been phased out by Western European states). All data – if not stated otherwise – is from *The Military Balance 2015*.
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